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Recently Arrived Stuff
There is always more stuff flowing through our shop. As deliveries arrive we consider it a perk of the job to
open the parcels and see what has come. Check out our stuff…
Puzzle: Don't Break the Bottle
Carcassonne
An ingenious gift idea. Wrap a
A clever tile- laying board game set
wine bottle in the wooden 3 piece
in the southern French city of
puzzle enclosure, lock it in place
Carcassonne, famous for its unique
with the corkscrew puzzle piece,
Roman and Medieval fortifications.
then place in the enclosed gift bag.
The players develop the area
Enjoy watching them struggle to
around Carcassonne and deploy
get the wine free. $59.95
their followers on the roads, in the
cities, in the cloisters, and in the
Money Clip and Card Wallet
fields. The skill of the players to develop the area
Folding leather holder for your
will determine who is victorious. $40
credit cards with a stainless
Tinplate Robot: Roxy
steel money clip for cash.
Definitely a girl robot with
Black leather and green
skirt, curly wire spring hair
leather. Very trendy. $19.95
style, breasts and lots of pink,
Guilty/Not Guilty Cufflinks
she is even holding a spatula
Very popular as gifts for
to go with her painted-on
lawyers, especially judges
apron. Very domestic. She
and magistrates. $39.95
has a switch for stop and go
and comes with a key to wind her up. If you are
Somme Mud
going to wind her up, it is good she has a stop
Tells
of
the
devastating
switch. Approximately 14cm tall. $24.95
experiences of Edward Lynch, a
Two Up
young Australian private during
The traditional Australian game of
WWI. The original edition was
Two Up includes paddle, two real
written in pencil in twenty
pennies and printed rules. Made in
school exercise books in 1921.
Australia. $9.95
Finally published to the great
excitement of historians at the
Trick Padlock
War Memorial, Somme Mud is a
Brass and steel padlock. Comes
precious find, a discovered treasure that vividly
with 2 keys. The puzzle is how to
captures the magnitude of war through the day-toopen it. Quite an effective but
day experiences of an ordinary infantryman.
simple trick. $24.95
Paperback $24.95
Balloon Powered Boat
Safety Razor Set
Pine toy boat with funnel
Old fashioned razor using the
which holds a balloon, feeding
double edged razor blades.
the air to the little wooden jet
Twist the bottom of the
at the rear. $9.95
handle to open the razor
head. Comes with 5 blades,
cleaning brush and case with
Ph: 02
mirror. $24.95
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